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Abstract

We have proven by numerical analysis and experiment that with the use of the SRDB developed shieldless method for cryogenic

vapor usage maximum vapor±cold usage is achieved. It is shown that evaporation is decreased in cryovessels and cryostats by using

this method equal to 45 times for helium, 5 times for hydrogen and 1.7 times for nitrogen. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights

reserved.
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Some years ago we o�ered [1] and then experimentally
proved [2], a shieldless method of a cold±vapor usage of
cryovessels with liquid He, Ne, H2, N2, and Ar. This
method uses the premise that longitudinal heat con-
duction of a superinsulation blanket is 3±4 orders higher
than transverse conduction. This creates an opportunity
for the removal of the transverse heat input through the
superinsulation by organization of the thermal contact
of its layers with a cryovessel plug and neck in places
with ®xed temperatures. As a result the cold±vapor
transported through the neck is used not only for
cooling the neck and its plug, but also for cooling all
superinsulation layers. It also has been shown [1] that in
vessels with liquid or solid N2, Ar, Ne, H2, He such a
method is e�ective for volumes approximately up to 600
l. In order to increase the e�ciency of the cold±vapor
usage the equations which take into account the thermal
parameters of the plug, neck and superinsulation and
methods of their contact are necessary. It is convenient
in vessels with narrow necks to use the radial system of
coordinates. This simpli®es the task to a two-dimen-
sional problem.

The heat exchange in the superinsulation blanket,
neck and plug is described by the two-dimensional
equations of heat conduction
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with boundary conditions of equality of temperatures
and heat ¯ows on all surfaces of contact or irradiation.

In the above equations the following notations are
used.
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r, z radial coordinates
T temperature
k heat conductivity coe�cient
Fs section area
l neck length
r, R current radius vessels and neck
Subscripts
n neck
p plug
s superinsulation
g gas gap between a plug and neck* Corresponding author.
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We have a system of nonlinear multidimensional
equations of heat conductivity. In order to solve the
problem by way of special algorithms of a gradual ap-
proximation of convergence, we performed the devel-
opment by way of imposing physical limits while
changing the temperature ®elds.

From our approach it follows that the maximum ef-
®ciency em � m

�
m=m
�

of cryovessels with cold±vapor of
usage (where mm

�
is the vapor mass ¯ow rate, when its

enthalpy is not used) is represented by the ratio

kr � DTRcp 1ÿ �qv=qL�� �
r

: �4�

Here kr re¯ects the ratio between vapor enthalpy and
latent heat (r) of the cryogen, and DTR ± the di�erence
between room temperature and the cryogen's boiling
point. qv, qL are, respectively, the density of the vapor
and the liquid.

Values of kr and em for the various liquids are

kr � 1�N2�; 7:8�H2�; 63�He�;
em � 1:7�N2�; 5:0�H2�; 45�He�:

For analytical calculation of the maximum cryovessel
e�ciency, em, with maximal use of the cold±vapor it is
possible to use the equation for the vapor mass ¯ow rate
from cryovessels
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where z� 0 is the coordinate z on the cold neck end and
KR is the generalized heat conductivity of a cryovessels
heat protection. KR is represented by

KR�T � � knFn
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ds
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Here ds is the thickness of a cryovessel superinsulation
blanket.

The temperature dependence of generalized heat
conductivity KR can be approximated by KR � a � T n,
where a and n are constants. Assuming (for He and H2)
kr � 1, we have an equation for cryovessel maximum
e�ciency

em � krn
n� 1

: �7�

The temperature dependence of the heat conduc-
tivity KR is best described by a parameter of degree,
n � 2. Then for helium and hydrogen, respectively, we
®nd em � 45 and 5, as previously stated. For nitrogen
the ratio kr � 1 does not apply. The more complex
expression for em does apply and results in the derived
value kr � 1:7. Eqs. (4)±(6) apply for a limiting case
when the longitudinal temperature di�erence along the
superinsulation is small. For example, it essentially
does not exceed its di�erence on the neck. It can be
shown that in this case the heat inputs to all elements

(superinsulation, plug, neck) decrease at the expense
of a cold±vapor in identical time and the vapor part
continues to cool each element. The cooling rate is
proportional to the initial heat input (without cold±
vapor usage) through the elements, i.e., attitudes
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Now we shall write down the equation of heat con-
ductivity for the heat-protection as a whole for a one-
dimensional case
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For simpli®cation of the analysis of heat conductivity
we set KR constant, and coe�cient K � cp � DT R=KR

large enough (the condition K � 1 applies only to he-
lium, hydrogen and neon). Then Eq. (9) is such

QR � Q0 exp�ÿK�; Q0 � KRDTR: �10�
In particular, we shall consider the presence of two

elements with any distribution of a cold±vapor between
them: b1 is the portion of the ®rst element in total heat
input and f1 is the portion of vapor applied to the
cooling of the ®rst element. In the terms b1 and f1, total
heat input are

QR � f1Q0 exp� ÿ d1 � k� � 1� ÿ f1�Q0
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�
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Di�erentiating this equation on the parameter b1 and by
equating the di�erential to zero we obtain the following
relationship:
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From Eq. (12) we see that the condition of a minimum
heat input to a vessel is carried out with equality d1 � f1,
i.e.

d1 � f1; QR � KRDTR exp�ÿK�: �13�
Thus, in the case of an optimum distribution of the

cold±vapor between elements of the heat-protection
system (adhering to the laws of proportionality to heat
input, Qi), total ideal heat input is equal to actual heat
input in case that there is ideal contact of adjoining el-
ements in the zone of contact. There is a di�erent type of
contact between the heat protection of the system (neck,
plug and superinsulation) and the cold±vapor used for
cooling of the actual elements. There are di�erent heat
inputs through these elements and thus di�erent values
of total heat input, Q0.

In practice both of these conditions will most likely
be broken if the design of the heat-protection of
cryovessel is not optimal. As is seen in Fig. 1, on a
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typical cryovessel with N2, H2 and He e�ciency of a
vessel, em, the use of a cold±vapor can be reduced
signi®cantly. The experimental data used for Fig. 1
con®rms the theoretical data with maximum e�ciency
for vessels: em � 1; 7 (for nitrogen), em � 5 (for hydro-
gen) and em � 45 (for helium) for the case where we use
100% cold±vapor.

1. Conclusion

1. The numerical and analytical analysis of the maximal
increase of cryovessels e�ciency, em, with 100% use of
the cryogen cold±vapor has been accomplished.
These values di�er from the value of kr (the relation-
ship of vapor enthalpy to heat of evaporation) which
equals 1; 7.8 and 63 accordingly for nitrogen, hydro-
gen and helium. It has been shown, that the maxi-
mum em values are equal to em � 1; 7 (for nitrogen),
em � 5 (for hydrogen) and em � 45 (for helium).

2. We have validated our technology for blanket design
assures the maximal contact of the superinsulation
blanket with the neck and high longitudinal heat con-
ductivity of the superinsulation blanket.

3. Experimentally vessels and cryostats with volumes up
to 35 l realize 100% use of the cryogenics cold±vapor.

4. It has been shown, that the maximum experimental
e�ciency of cryovessels with 100% use of the cold va-
por±cold coincides with mathematical analysis and
analytical results.
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Fig. 1. In¯uence of vapor±cold usage degree on e�ciency using

cryobiological vessels (volume 35 l).
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